Setting the natural ears of a Standard Schnauzer Puppy – Michelle Ross
There are many ways for setting your puppy’s natural (uncropped) ears but this is the one I found the easiest to do and
the least bothersome to the puppy. Even if your puppy’s ears break over properly when he is young usually as they start
to lose their baby teeth, about 3 to 4 month of age, their ears will start to go a bit wonky. To ensure that your puppy’s
ears end up right it is advisable to set his ears during this time. It could be necessary to set his ears from the age of 3 to
7 months which is why I love this way of doing them, I could occasionally let them loose to check them and easily put
them back without tearing hair out.
This method it called ‘Bonneting’ the ears and is done with tape, use duck tape (NOT Gorilla) it will stick well enough and
is not really hard to get off when you want to take it off. One of the first pieces I attached to Sleigh’s ears stayed on for
6 wk, granted it was just hanging on by a little bit on the underside but it was doing the job and not bothering him. I use
black tape as it is less noticeable when I am out with my dog. I also did not strip or clipper his ears first, as I figure the
extra hair was just more to stick the tape on to.
Cut 2 pieces of duck tape long enough to go from
the upper fold in the ear to 2 – 3” past the end of
the ear. Put this piece on the side of his ear closest
to his face folding it over the top and bottom of the
ear. Be very careful you are not folding the edge of
ear under on the front of ear with tape, better to
have less tape on the ear than take a chance of
folding the ear under. ( see green arrow)
The red arrow shows where the upper fold is on the
ear and it is important to be below it.

Do both ears like this with some of the tape running
off the end of the ears. I like to leave enough so if I
want to undo the ears I can just cut it here and not
have to undo tape but how much you leave will
partially depend on the age of your puppy and how
much it takes to join them.

Next I cut another piece of tape which will be used to connect the
two ears underneath the puppy’s chin. The length of this piece
depends on the size of your puppy, it will attached by overlapping
the tape on each ear and there should be room for you to get 2
figures between the puppy’s chin and the tape when it is
connected so it is loose.
Put 2 cuts an inch or so off the end so you can fold the tape back
on itself through the middle so it is not getting stuck to the neck
and everything in your house.
Now you have sticky ends to be connected to each ear under the
chin.

I know this will sound silly but I found putting the underneath
piece on was the toughest part of this whole thing. I kept
attaching it wrong so I couldn’t get the other ear attached and
have the piece under the chin to sit flat.

As I write this I now realize it would have been easier if
I had just cut off those flap on the tape and not
worried about having the connecting part wrap around
the end of the ear tape, honestly it would have held
fine, I think. Too bad I hadn’t sat down to write this
while I was still taping his ears. It would’ve made the
job a little easier.

The 2 pictures above show you how loose it should be, but because it is loose you do have to be a little careful about
them getting caught on things. Sleigh was doing the prewash on the dishes in the dishwasher and I slid the bottom
drawer closed catching the tape on an opening in the rail. It did cause a problem because, of course I had NO idea what
had happened, but the tape let go and he was fine, it certainly didn’t stop him from having his head right back in there
the next time the dishwasher was open with dirty dishes.

So this is what he looks like when he was
done.

Sleigh’s ears now sit right pretty much all
the time except when he first wakes up
then they sometimes go wonky but quickly
fall back to right. Maybe that would not
even happen if I had kept his ears done for
the entire time he was teething but I did
not have this method explained to me
until he was about 5 1/2 mth old. At
which point his ears did sit right some of
the time but not enough to make me
comfortable as I was planning on showing
him. I had been gluing his ears
occasionally using a couple of different
method neither of which I found as easy or
as long lasting as this. It was often
necessary to redo the glue every week or
so and would sometimes pull a lot of hair
off when it came off plus he scratched at it
often. I think I bonneted them for a
couple of months. Below is a picture of the
finished product.

Peppermill Dashing Thru The Snow (Sleigh)

